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Abstract

dimensional model using motion, edge and depth
cues. However, higher dimensions have been
proposed and considered for many years; with
the fourth dimension representing time, distance,
a fourth spatial coordinate and even a spiritual
realm.
Objects within four and higher dimensions can
be generated from natural extensions to plane or
solid geometry, with each three dimensional object (plane, cube, cone) having a four and higher
dimensional equivalent (hyperplane, hypercube,
hypercone). Data sets with higher dimensions
can be generated from simulations, collated from
statistics or sampled from real-life phenomena;
many diverse fields-of-study provide data with
copious variables that can be displayed in a number of dimensions using various imaging techniques.
Modern computer graphics provide the ability to view, interrogate and understand objects
and phenomena that exist in higher dimensions.
For example, an image of a Klein bottle, with a
twisted surface, intersects itself within three dimensions, whereas within four dimensional space
the bottle can be depicted without the self intersection [3].
Geometry in higher dimensions can be (1) projected down to lower dimensions, using a variety
of projection methods including parallel, perspective and central or (2) represented in other coordinate systems, including Parallel Coordinates [17]
that depict the relationships and dependencies between N-Dimensional data (especially geometry)
within a two dimensional parallel axis coordinate
system.
Visualizations of n-dimensional data can be

In two dimensions contour elements surround two
dimensional objects, in three dimensions surfaces
surround three dimensional objects and in four
dimensions hypersurfaces surround hyperobjects.
These surfaces can be represented by a collection
of connected simplices, hence, continuous n dimensional surfaces can be represented by a latdimensional simplices.
tice of connected n
The lattice of connected simplices can be calculated over a set of adjacent n-dimensional
cubes, via for example the Marching Cubes Algorithm. These algorithms are often named local
cell tilers. We propose that the local-cell tiling
method can be usefully-applied to four dimensions and potentially to N-dimensions.
We present an algorithm for the generation of
major cases (cases that are topologically invariant under standard geometrical transformations)
and introduce the notion of a sub-case which simplifies their representations. Each sub-case can
be easily subdivided into simplices for rendering
and we describe a backtracking tetrahedronization algorithm for the four dimensional case. An
implementation for surfaces from the fourth dimension is presented and we describe and discuss
ambiguities inherent within this and related algorithms.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
We live within three dimensional space; seeing our world via a two dimensional projection,
which is reconstructed by our brain into a three
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paths [10, 11, 21]; and (2) Local Cell evaluation,
that can be further subdivided into: (a) Advancing Front, that finds the surface by growing a seed
point on the surface, from where the other surface
segments are found [33, 27]; and (b) Complete
Cell Evaluation, that evaluates each cell’s contribution to the surface: forming a surface made
from tiles [25, 20, 7]. We use and extend the latter method to four and theoretically higher dimensions. Moreover the advancing front techniques
could be likewise extended to n-dimensions.

obtained by rendering the ‘surface’ of the data.
The surface created is one dimension less than the
original data: for example, the surfaces from two
dimensional data create contour plots (one dimensional line segments in two dimensions) and three
dimensional (volume) data produces two dimensional faces in three dimensions. Hence, from a
four dimensional data volume a hypersurface is
formed.
A two dimensional contour on a map, representing a particular height above sea-level, can be
created using a continuous connection of straight
line segments. Similarly, a continuous surface
within three dimensions can be represented by a
lattice of two-dimensional polygons. Therefore, a
continuous hypersurface can be represented by a
lattice of n-dimensional simplices. These simplex
elements can be calculated from how the ‘surface’ intersects a set of adjacent n-dimensional
cubes. A surface at a particular value (isosurface)
through sampled data can be realised at the point
of zero value, interpolated between any edge of an
opposing sign. The signs at the n-cube vertices
are found by thresholding the spatial data at a
discrete data point. Consequently, hypersurfaces
within higher dimensions can be depicted using a
lattice of three-dimensional simplices (volumes),
generated by local evaluation through a sample
set of points.
This paper discusses the problems, requirements and some solutions in implementing an
n-dimensional isosurface algorithm from spatial
data, using local cell tiling methods. We focus on the generation of the n-dimensional geometry rather than the rendering or realisticrepresentation (using say higher-dimensional
light) of the n-dimensional image.
Initially we present some background information. We then describe the algorithms and techniques: firstly from a theoretical viewpoint and
secondly within a practical framework. Finally,
we discuss other possible implementations and
solutions with their relevant merits and pitfalls,
ending with conclusions and possible future extensions.

2.1 3D Local Cell Surface Generation
The local cell tilers evaluate a single cell for its
contribution to the surface. Two such methods in
three dimensions are by lookup (e.g. Marching
Cubes) [20] and algorithmically [6]. An estimate
of the position of the surface intersection along a
particular edge can be found by linear interpolation. Multiple surfaces at the same threshold can
be produced by the local cell methods, but erroneous surfaces due to the locality of the surface
decision (by false positives or false negatives) can
be produced. Hill and Roberts [16] and Ning and
Bloomethal [25] discuss some methods to disambiguate a cell and hence remove the erroneous
surfaces. Degenerate triangle pieces, where the
surface-simplices become infinitesimal, can also
be created (as a result of the interpolation process), slowing the rendering and increasing the
storage. However, decimation [30] or mesh displacement [23] techniques can be used to reduce
the number of (tiny) polygons.

2.2 Surface Creation – the Use of Simplices

The local cell tilers often use a cube (rectilinear) cell representation, as in the Marching Cubes
Algorithm. Tetrahedral cells have also been
used [34], the advantage being that a finer detailed
surface is created and, that from local sign alternations only one surface can intersect the tetrahedron — there is no ambiguous face. However
more polygons are usually generated [34] and as
the tetrahedra can be divided into a local cube
2 Background
cell, in configurations of five or six tetrahedra,
ambiguities are still present: because the isosurThere are (broadly) two flavours of surface mesh face is created by considering only neighbour data
algorithms: (1) Planar Contours, that generate points. The ambiguities can be resolved using a
surface over the boundary of adjacent contour twelve tetrahedra configuration [5] requiring an
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additional (tri-linear [15] or tri-cubic [1]) interpo- creating the popular hypercube depiction, where a
cube is displayed within a cube [12].
lated center point.
Simplices are also used in the representation of
the surface mesh. All two and three dimensional
graphic libraries support their rendering and there 3 Definitions
are algorithms that efficiently triangulate two and
Within this section we (1) present how the majorthree dimensional areas [4].
cases are generated; (2) describe a secondary partition separating the major-cases into sub-cases;
2.3 The Marching Cubes Surface Algo- (3) describe the various transformations that are
rithm
available and enumerate their respective major
8
A surface can intersect a cube in 256 ( ) ways: and sub-cases.
this can be broken down into 14 cases if mirror and rotational symmetry are considered or 15 3.1 The Motivation
cases without the mirror operation. The 256 components can be stored in a lookup table containing A lookup table, to hold a complete enumeration of
the cases within three dimensions, contains 256
appropriate surface topology segments.
The marching cubes algorithm [20] uses a bi- elements ( n – where n is the number of vernary threshold (the isosurface value) on the ver- tices). Therefore, there are 65536 ( 16 ) configtices of a cube to generate an eight bit (one for urations for the vertex classification on a four dieach vertex) number that is used as the key into mensional cube. If a Marching Cube method was
the lookup table. The algorithm ‘marches’ se- applied directly to four dimensions the lookup taquentially through the data, thresholding the eight ble could become unmanageable; with an averneighbouring data-samples and looking up the age of 20 tetrahedra for each major case. Moreindex to collect the surface intersections at that over techniques to subdivide the problem domain
position. The vertices of the retrieved surface would (a) simplify the algorithm for explanation
triangles are then interpolated into the position and implementation and (b) hopefully provide far
governed by the threshold value, appropriately more efficient storage.
shaded and rendered.
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3.2 Major-Cases
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2.4 N-dimensional geometry

In n-dimensions each cube has n vertices each
of which may be inside or outside the surface,
hence the
set of all possible configurations C conn
tains 2 elements. In Lorensen and Cline’s account [20] of their local cell tiler, they identify 14
major cases. These correspond to sets of vertex
configurations which are closed under rotation,
mirror and vertex complement.
More
formally,
the
major
cases
are established by partitioning C into
sets C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Cm such that:
Ssmaller
m C
C i.e. the set C is covered, and
i
Tim=1 C
i.e. the sets are disjoint. Most
fg
i
i=1
importantly, for all e 2 Ci , Ci is a reflexive
transitive closure under the one-to-many relation:

Perceiving geometry within a higher dimensional
space is not intuitive. Therefore, we present some
simple n-dimensional geometry facts; for more
information see: [3, 12, 31].
In three dimensions the rotations can be expressed as “rotations about each axis”, but this
does not extend to n-dimensions. There is, in fact,
one rotation per pair of axes, which formulates to
N N
= degrees of rotation [12]. Therefore,
in four dimensions there are six rotations.
There are many different projections from
four dimensions to three, including: (1) Orthographic, where one coordinate can be thrown
away; (2) Pinhole perspective, where the first
N
coordinates are scaled by dividing by
FD
CN =FL , FD being the Focal distance,
FL the Focal Length and CN the nth coordinate; (3) Central, where the nth coordinate is
shrunk into the N
coordinates: x; y; z; w
xFL = FD
w ; yFL = FD
w ; zFL = FD
w ;
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where each Ti represents a major case invariant
transformation, e.g. rotation, mirror or complement. Problems with surface continuity imply
that complement may not be a desirable operation
to include (see below).
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Dimension
1 2
3
4
Major
Cases
3
6
23
496
R
Sub-Cases
2 5 12 272
Major
Cases
2 4 15 272
R,C
Sub-Cases
2 3
7
99
Major
Cases
2
6
22
402
R,M
Sub-Cases
2 5 11 209
Major
Cases
2 4 14 222
R,M,C
Sub-Cases
2 3
7
74
Transformations: Rotation (R),
Complement (C), Mirror (M)

geometry (for example holes may appear). However, many other approaches lead to the same decisions being made. We return to these problems
in Section 4.2.

4 Implementation
The n-dimensional surface is generated by connecting individual surface elements (simplices).
The simplex information can be subdivided and
stored in many ways. The amount and orientation
of the simplices, for a given cell, represents the
most significant information – being used in every method. The simplex information can be retrieved by: (1) calculating each simplex division
dynamically [6]; (2) pre-calculating and storing
each simplex division within one large table; and
(3) pre-calculating the simplex division for just
the major-cases or the sub-cases.
The latter two possibilities are depicted in Figure 2. Method (3) uses a two-table lookup
scheme, with the primary table holding information about either (a) the major-cases (b) the subcases and the secondary table containing the actual divisions of the major or sub-cases, respectively; as shown in Figure 2 Method (a) and (b)
respectively. The primary table contains a list
of two-tuples: an orientation with a secondaryindex. The secondary-index then provides the key
into a table of either major-case or sub-case simplices. The orientation represents a matrix operation, transforming the simplices (of the secondary
table) into the correct orientation for the chosen
surface-intersection index of the primary table.

Table 1: Group sizes for the Major cases and Subcases

3.3 Sub-Cases
It is quite remarkable (and fortunate) that of 256
possible configurations in three dimensions, we
need only consider 14 major cases (see [7] for a
discussion). In three dimensions it is not too expensive to store all 256 cases. In higher dimensions, however, the number of configurations explodes. Even the number of major cases grows
rapidly. It turns out that in four dimensions there
are nearly as many major cases as their are configurations in three dimensions. In higher dimensions, the geometry associated with a major case
is also more complicated. This prompts us to seek
ways to reduce further the size of the tables required.
We can reduce the number of cases if we allow
major cases to be constructed from a union of subcases. A sub-case represents a single fragment of
boundary and is defined to be an edge-connected
(both vertices have the same status with respect to
the threshold) fragment of a major case.
The set of sub-cases can be computed by examining each major case and dividing it into one or
more edge-connected sub-components. The subcomponents can then be identified with their major case equivalents along with appropriate transformations.
In Table 1, we summarise the number of major and sub-cases in one to four dimensions and
in Figure 1 we give the 74 sub-cases for four dimensions.
The definition of a sub-case in this way makes
some assumptions about the underlying surface,
and may lead to inconsistencies in the resulting

4.1 Pre-Processing – Table Generation
We now describe how the major and sub-cases for
the primary and secondary tables, respectively,
are formed. The data is processed sequentially
as each stage uses the results from the previous
level.
The Major-cases. Two lists are created, one to
hold the searched-cases and another to hold the
major-cases.
The next unmarked index is taken from the
search-list added to the major-case list and then
exhaustively transformed into all other configurations which are marked. The process then repeats
4

Figure 1: 74 Sub-cases for four dimensions
for the next major case until all the indices have subdivision difficult. Therefore, we use a backtracking technique to avoid this problem.
been searched.
A question remains — how do we choose
The Sub-cases. These are formed by dividing which vertex to remove? Several strategies might
the major cases into their disjoint cases, using be tried: for example, choose the first entry in the
the edge-connected criterion (as defined in Sec- vertex list or take the vertex with the least connecting edges. Experiment suggests that the latter
tion 3.3).
approach is most effective in this case.
The method proceeds by:
Tetrahedronizing the sub-cases. Tetrahedronization is the four-dimensional analogue of
1. The sub-case object is represented as a list of
triangulation. Our aim is to split n-dimensional
vertices, each of which is linked to a list of
geometry into simplices. There is no canonical
its neighbours. Initially, by construction, all
decomposition of a hyper-surface into tetrahedra,
vertices have three connections.
so any algorithm must make somewhat arbitrary
choices.
2. Select the next vertex (in order on the list)
In the context of this work, we are interested
with the fewest incident edges, and remove it
in decomposing only the sub-cases, and a simfrom the object thus generating a tetrahedron
ple strategy can be made to work. The method
or two tetrahedra. It is easy to split a vertex
proceeds by repeatedly choosing a vertex and rewith three edge connections into one tetramoving the tetrahedron associated with that verhedron or even four edge connections into
tex from the sub-case object until a single tetratwo tetrahedra, but ambiguities and difficulhedron remains. This process is depicted in Figties occur when there are five or more edge
ure 3, and is similar to the techniques used in three
connections.
dimensions. Unfortunately in four dimensions,
the remnant sub-object may have vertices with 3. Update the connectivity of the remaining object. This update is achieved by connecting
four, five or more incident edges making further
5

Method 2

the vertices of the remaining obejct in the
same configuration as the connectivity of the
base of the split tetrahedron.

Simplices for
each index

4. Determine if at a certain level of vertex splitting all the vertices are connected to five or
more edges. If so then the previous level is
reinstated and the different split attempted in
2.

Index: 0 .. 65535

Complete simplex enumeration

Secondary table

Index: 0 .. 65535

Primary table

In our results, using the ‘fewest edges method’,
and only taking off the maximum of two tetrahedra at once, backtracking occurs for only three of
the 74 sub-cases.

Method 3a

Simplices
for the
Major−Cases

Creating the Orientation Matrix. The orientation matrix represents the transformation from
the primary table (of major or sub-case indexes)
into individual simplex elements and is stored as
a 32 bit integer, with two bits for every position
in the matrix. As all the rotations are by  ,
only values of ; ; mapped onto ; ; respectively, are required. The orientation matrix is
calculated by rotating each sub-case (from each
major case) into the standard sub-case and calculating the inverse transformation matrix, of the
whole operation.

2−tuple (Orientation, Index)
Primary table

Method 3b

Secondary table

Index: 0 .. 65535

101

Simplices
for the
Sub−Cases
2−tuple list [(Orientation, Index)]

4.2 Inherent Ambiguities and Possible
Solutions

Figure 2: Table lookup schemes

Sub−
case
from
index
number
15

3

4

1

2

5

6

90
00 01 10

Ambiguities may occur in surfaces evaluated
from local cell intersections. These occur in the
cells when the surface intersects one face of the
n-cube through each of its four edges.
Therefore, as a result of local decisions spurious holes
or additional surface segments can be generated.
Moreover, this face occurs in two dimensions and
propagates to higher dimensions, so any n-cube
that has an ‘ambiguous face’ is potentially an ambiguous n-cube.
There are many reported disambiguation strategies for the three dimensional local cell tiling algorithms (see [16, 25]) which can be divided into
two groups: (1) those that provide a solution from
a static analysis of the local vertices and (2) methods that require an extra sample point to generate
an appropriate connected surface.
Any correct disambiguation strategy needs to
be consistent, to generate a continuous connected
surface. The original Marching Cubes algorithm
generates an inconsistent surface when adjacent

Figure 3: Splitting an object into tetrahedra
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a

It can be argued that at high data-resolutions
the anomalies become unobservable, although
at high magnifications the anomalies could still
be seen. Alternatively, a subdivision technique
could be implemented: dividing the data until
pixel sized cubes are formed, such as the Dividing Cubes algorithm [7], although magnification,
False negative
again, can reveal a discontinuous surface.
b
Other disambiguation strategies could be used
and extended to higher dimensions, including using tetrahedral cells, that provide unique surface
intersections (see: Section 2.2), instead of cubical
cells. A dilemma occurs between the ‘added advantage of the complex-disambiguation strategy’
Topologically Correct Surface
and the ‘costs involved in calculating and processing the strategy’. In practice, the added computation cost is insignificant and although more
Figure 4: False negative appearing, from adjacent simplices are generated they represent a ‘small
complementary cases
increase’ on the complexity of the overall surface. Conversely, the ambiguous cases within
three dimensions infrequently occur: as Neilson
cubes of alternative (complementary) configura- and Hamann [24] discovered.
tion are connected [8], Figure 4a. This can be
improved by individually triangulating the complementary cases [29], Figure 4b. This configura- 5 Results
tion can be provided by an extended lookup table,
with different triangle configurations for the com- Our n-dimensional surface algorithm is useful for
plementary cases. In general the amount of tri- data visualization, where the data is sampled over
angle combinations required for each ambiguous a rectilinear grid. Phantom data generated from
face f for a given n-cube is #f [24], where f analytic functions is quite easy to generate and
is the number of ambiguous faces; but, in prac- four dimensional fractal data or the four dimentice only a sub-set of these configurations is re- sional counter-parts of the three dimensional variquired [29], being similar under rotation and gen- ants can be formed – hyper-cube, cone or sphere,
erating a topologically correct surface.
for example.
Similarly, this method can be extended to ndimensions, where the complementary cases are
5.1 Examples of Application
treated differently. Separate complementary configurations also help to maintain the vertex-order Iris Explorer on a Silicon Graphics Indy has been
of the simplex elements: as they can be described used as the harness for our implementation. We
in a clockwise order, relative to the surface-object, have tested the algorithm on a number of sampled
aiding the renderer.
data sets and generated appropriate results.
The sub-cases are generated by separating the
Each of the methods produce the same visual
major cases into disjoint surface elements, the results, with the same tetrahedra configurations,
same way as in the Marching Cubes [20] and a simple parallel (orthographic) and perspective
similar problems of surface continuity may re- projection is used to generate the result. A voxel
sult. Consequently, these sub-cases can be said, version of a four dimensional cube is displayed
depending on the separation technique, to be am- using the system, Figure 5. The surface interbiguous in form. Like the surface configurations sections are generated by linear interpolation of
in three dimensions: #f possible sub-case con- the threshold across the edges of the cell; the upfigurations can be formed. One simple solution is per images were generated using a low threshold,
provided by using separate complementary sub- whereas the lower pair were generated using a
case configurations for each major case.
middle threshold value.
Complementary
Case

2

#

2
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bytes (655365). However, many architectures may pad the structure to at least 6 or
8 bytes. The secondary table for the (222)
major-cases consists of an array of pointers
to an array of n tetrahedra, there are 2332
tetrahedrons so the table can be stored in
10.2K bytes (42332 2224).

+

Method 3b The primary table using the subcases, consists of an array of 65536 pointers pointing to an array of (orientation, subindex) tuples, stored with the size of the
array – representing the number of subcases per major index. Each orientation and
pointer can be stored in 4 byte portions.
Therefore, as the whole table contains approximately 130800 sub-case indices, the table can be stored in approximately 916K
bytes (655364 1308005).
The secondary table for the (74) sub-cases consists
of 869 tetrahedra that can be stored in 3.8K
bytes (4869 744).

+

Figure 5: Examples of Application

+

5.2 Table Sizes
Here we describe the memory usage of each of
the four methods described in section 4.
A tetrahedra contains four vertices, and each
vertex can be represented by an integer label, so,
each tetrahedra can be stored in 4 bytes (one byte
for each vertex). Moreover, the vertices of the
tetrahedra are recovered from intersections along
the edges of the local cell, therefore, an alternative representation consists of a two-tuple label
for each tetrahedra-vertex: relating to the edges
of the hyper-cube. The former 4-byte representation will be used below.

5.3 Conclusions
The complete simplex table (method 2) provides
the advantage that all of the data is correctly orientated, so it can be directly applied to the data,
and although the table is larger than the other
methods its size is not too great (within four dimensions) to be stored on a local machine.
The primary table for the major cases is about
half the size of the sub-case primary table: due
mainly to the use of pointers for the 2-tuple array.
The reverse is true for the size of the secondary table: where the sub-case secondary table is much
smaller; we postulate that this comparison would
be even more distinct in higher dimensions. However, the combined size of the primary and secondary tables falls in favour of the major-cases:
due to the way the data needs to be stored.
The sub-cases, although using a fixed orientation disambiguation strategy, provide a concise
representation: allowing the simplices to be calculated by a simple tetrahedronizing algorithm.

Method 1 The dynamic method uses the least
memory, but takes the longest to calculate.
Method 2 The complete simplex table consists
of a 65536 array with n tetrahedrons per index. Therefore, as each tetrahedron can be
stored in 4 bytes, the number of tetrahedra in
1 byte, the array pointer in 4 bytes and there
are 356817 tetrahedra for the whole (222
major-case) table: the table can be stored in
1.75M bytes (4356817 565536).

+

Method 3a The primary table for the major- 6 Related Approaches
cases consists of an array of 65536 (orientation, major-index) tuples: stored in An n-dimensional surface can be generated by
(4 byte, 1 byte) portions. Therefore, the many other methods. The following three parts
table can be stored in approximately 328K describe: (1) other methods comparable with the
8

6.2 Related Work

A

B

For many years, computers have been used to
generate pictures and manipulate higher dimensional objects. Noll [26], as early as 1967, created a program to plot projected images of ndimensional objects. He used these plots to produce a “stereo-graphic movie of the three dimensional parallel and perspective projections of four
dimensional hyperobjects, rotating in four dimensional space”.
Polygonising methods are also used. Bajaj [2]
implicitly defines quadratic and cubic hypersurdimensional space with a confaces in n >
stant or adaptive stepping procedure that creates a
grid of points, forming polygons when connected.
Ray tracing can also be extended to higher dimensions: Ke and Panderanga [19] display projections of a four dimensional Mandelbrot set use
a ray tracing technique.
Hanson and Cross [13] describe a hybrid
method of ray-tracing and scan-converting to
transform the four dimensional image to an equivalent three dimensional image. The problem is
then reduced to a texture-mapping problem.
However, visualizations produce abstract images projected from higher dimensional data.
Hanson states that “adding more visual detail
may give even more clues” [35]. The visual
detail can be generated by: perspective projections, n-dimensional lighting, shading, objectsilhouettes and colour cues within a highly manipulative environment. Therefore, greater understanding could be grasped if the data was presented by many abstract forms, within multiple
directly manipulated and coupled displays, such
as provided by the Waltz abstract visualization environment [28].
Hanson and Heng [14, 13] describe methods
to display and shade four dimensional images using a four dimensional light model. A thickening
strategy, is used, that exchanges each point on the
line with a small sphere, allowing shading to be
applied to the ‘pseudo’ line and increasing the 3D
nature of the line [14, 13].
Direct manipulation techniques can also be
used. Van Wijk and van Liere [32] display multidimensional scalar functions as two dimensional
slices of data. The user can control any view
in the matrix of windows to control the slice of
each of the other views. An overall impression of
the multidimensional function is obtained. Feiner

C

Figure 6: Cube surfaces: (A) hypervolumes, (B)
hypersurfaces, (C) hyperlines

hypercube approach presented herein; (2) related
work; and (3) some comments on our possible future work.

=3

6.1 Similar Techniques
A hypercube can be imagined as multiple cubes:
the hypercube surface can therefore be evaluated
with a series of three dimensional cubes (one for
each face of the hypercube). In four dimensions
a lattice of connected surfaces (rather than volumes) would be created. This lattice could then be
displayed or triangulated before displaying, Figure 6B.
In the same manner, a two dimensional ‘cube’
can be evaluated through each hypercube face to
create a lattice of connected hyperlines, Figure
6C. Wyvill et al [33] use the faces of a three dimensional cube (two dimensional square) to generate one dimensional lines that are joined to
make surfaces in two dimensions.
An n-simplex [12, 22] can be used to segment
the cells unambiguously. Therefore, the n-data
can be segmented directly into n-simplices. To
create a uniform continuous surface the adjacent
n-simplices need to be mirror images of each
other, so an alternating patchwork of simplices
are used.
An advancing front technique could be adapted
into four dimensions to create a lattice of tetrahedra [18]. Hanson and Heng [14] use a similar
method: they divide the whole volume into tetrahedra and then project each tetrahedron into the
view volume. We use a comparable method that
first selects the hypersurface part using a threshold and local cell technique, and then dissects the
hypersurface into tetrahedra which are projected
and rendered.
9

and Beshers [9] have designed a model of “worlds
within worlds”, where three dimensional graphics
are positioned within a three dimensional graph.
The internal three dimensional graph changes values as it is moved inside the secondary graph by
direct manipulation.

in using the lookup table over and algorithmic
method is slight: our experiments suggest that
there is no significant speed difference between
each method. Algorithmic surface evaluation
methods are probably most appropriate for higher
dimensions.
Finally, the sub-cases, albeit using a fixed
disambiguation strategy, allow the hyper-surface
6.3 Possible Future Work
segments to be tetrahedronized by a simple algoFurther research should be carried out into the re- rithm.
alism of the n-dimensional images and the understanding of four (or higher) dimensional images using visual cues gained from animation, n- References
dimensional shading and shadow effects.
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